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Abstract
A type II topoisomerase enzyme, DNA gyrase is responsible for catalysing the cleavage of double stranded DNA. It
has been already demonstrated through detailed biochemical studies that fluoroquinolones potentially inhibit DNA
resealing process by binding to cleaved sites of the DNA and gyrase enzyme. The present study makes use of a
series of MD simulations to understand the complex biological interplay of DNA and the gyrase enzyme along with
the fluoroquinolone molecule by reconstructing the broken backbone of DNA of Mtb DNA gyrase crystal structure
complex. The molecular insights from the two series of molecular dynamics on cleaved and uncleaved DNA gyrase
revealed many turns and twists into the molecular mechanism of fluoroquinolone drugs, which are presumably
useful for the exploration of binary drug-enzyme complex and ternary enzyme-DNA-drug complex.
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1. Introduction
Type II Topoisomerases are ubiquitous enzymes that catalyse DNA reorganisation, therefore are essential for many
cellular events that happen during cell life [1]. The Type IIA enzymes are present in eukaryotes as well as in bacteria
and share various structural and evolutionary features. Topoisomerase IV and DNA gyrase belong to Type IIA
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category enzymes that are expressed in bacteria. Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb), the causative agent of
tuberculosis encodes for only one Type II topoisomerase, i.e., DNA gyrase [2]. DNA gyrase is a heterotetrameric
enzyme composed of two subunits of each GyrA and GyrB where GyrA subunit containscatalytically active DNA
nicking and resealing region and GyrB subunit contains ATPase region. Gyrase enzyme executes its role by cleaving
the double-stranded DNA after wrapping around it [3]. Gyrase was first identified as a cellular target for drugs of the
fluoroquinolones class in 1971 [4, 5]. After this discovery, these drugs were widely employed to treat urinary tract
infections (UTI), chronic bronchitis, skin and tissue infections, pneumonia and various other types of bacterial
infections. But unfortunately, their clinical utility is being threatened by their widespread use leading to the steady
growth of quinolone-resistant bacterial strains [6]. The most significant clinical form of resistance for quinolones is
target mediated resistance as specific mutations in the enzyme weakens the interaction between enzyme and drug
molecule [7-9]. The mechanism of action of DNA gyrase and fluoroquinolones association with binary DNA-gyrase
complex is still under experimental investigations [10-12]. Recently in the year 2019, Mayer’s research group had
added experimental evidence to the gyrase catalysed supercoiling mechanism which might be helpful for drug
discovery [13]. It strongly prompted the scientific community to understand complex enzyme-drug-DNA
mechanism and accelerate drug discovery as antibiotic resistance one of the most important public health threats of
the 21st century.This complicated mechanism of DNA gyrase needs to be explored further, especially the process of
drug enzyme binding and its intercalation into DNA. It motivated us to look back into the DNA-gyrase association
with fluoroquinolones to understand molecular level complexity in ternary enzyme-DNA-drug complex by using
MD simulation and post-MM-GBSA studies.The focus of our study is to investigate the molecular mechanism of
drug enzyme association and further movement of drug molecule towards DNA cleavage site from the gyrase
binding pocket.

2. Methodology
2.1 Steps involved in joining the cleaved DNA strands
The backbone of DNA was reconstructed by sketching broken bonds followingmethod analogous to a previous
study [14]. Torsional angles of the new bonds were optimised manually in accordance with the adjacent nucleotide
linkages using 3D-builder module of Maestro [15]. The sketched part of DNA was minimised to allow the
optimisation of bond lengths and dihedral angles. Care was observed that original coordinates of DNA base pairs do
not get disturbed and interchain hydrogen bonds between them stay intact.

2.2 Molecular dynamics simulations
The repaired double-stranded DNA with gyrase complex was submitted for 500 ns of MD simulations after
removing the moxifloxacin molecule from the Quinolone Binding Pocket (QBP). The complex was prepared for
simulation with Desmond’s system builder panel in the Maestro program by adding it to a cubic box filled with
TIP3P water solvent system and applying periodic boundary conditions [16]. The prepared system was neutralized
by adding counter ions and physiological salt concentration was limited to 0.15M. The binary DNA-gyrase, ternary
DNA-gyrase-drug complex was designated with the OPLS3e force field [17]. The binary and ternary system was
subjected for 500ns each using NPT ensemble at a temperature of 300 K and atmospheric pressure (1 bar) with the
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default settings of relaxation before simulations [18]. The system was equilibrated using standard Desmond protocol
at constant pressure and temperature (NPT ensemble, 300 K, 1 bar) and the Berendsen coupling protocol with one
temperature group. Hydrogen atoms bond length was constrained using the SHAKE algorithm [19]. Particle Mesh
Ewald (PME) summation method was used to model long-range electrostatic interactions [20]. A cut off of 10Å was
assigned for van der Waals and short-range electrostatic interactions. The binary uncut DNA-gyrase complex and
ternary uncut DNA-gyrase-drug complex was subjected to 500ns of molecular dynamics at 300K temperature and 1
bar pressure without restraints after reaching the stability point.

The best pose of docked moxifloxacin with uncut DNA, gyrase was chosen for another 500ns molecular dynamics
simulations to investigate the moxifloxacin association with gyrase and uncut DNA using Desmond software. As
discussed in the primary 500ns simulation studies to obtain relative biological assembly of DNA by reducing the
space between the broken parts of DNA, the same steps were repeated to prepare the system for 500ns production
run after achieving the system equilibration.

2.3 Molecular docking studies
The 3D structure of the moxifloxacin considered in this study was prepared using the build module of Maestro 11
[15] after assigning appropriate charges. The LigPrep module was used to generate the low energy ionization,
tautomeric and stereoisomeric states at physiological pH (7.0±2.0) [21, 22]. The repaired DNA gyrase structure was
prepared using Protein Preparation Wizard by adding the missing hydrogen atoms, assigning the right bond order
and optimising the orientations of hydroxyl group in Serine, Threonine and Tyrosine, amino group in Asparagine
and Glutamate and ionisation state in Histidine [23]. The receptor grid was generated by defining Ser91, Asp94,
DT10, DG11 in the quinolone binding pocket (QBP) of the crystal structure of Mtb-DNA gyrase, PDB ID: 5BS8.
The grid box was extended up to 15Å for the inner box and 25Å for the outer box covering the entire binding site
cavity. The prepared ligand was docked on the generated grid of the DNA gyrase structure using extra precision
(XP) Glide docking program.Each of the poses wasanalysed for molecular interactions and Glide docking score [24,
25]. The moxifloxacin molecule with desired intermolecular interactions and best docking score was selected for the
molecular dynamics simulation study [26].

2.3 Free energy calculations
Ligand binding free energies and ligand strain energies for moxifloxacin and DNA gyrase were calculated by
Molecular Mechanics Generalized Born Surface Area (MMGBSA) method [27, 28] using Prime MMGBSA module
of Schrödinger suite to determine binding free energy for moxifloxacin and unbroken DNA and gyrase complexes
[29]. The calculation utilized VSGB 2.0 asimplicit solvent model [30]. The binding free energy was calculated using
the following equation:

ΔG binding = ER: L - (ER + EL) + ΔGSA + ΔGSOLV
Where ER: L is the energy of the whole ligand-protein complex structure, ER+EL represents the sum of free energies
of the receptor and ligand in the free form. ΔGSA is the difference in the surface area energy of the receptor-ligand
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complex and the sum of surface area energies of receptor and ligand separately. ΔG SOLV depicts the difference in the
solvation energy of the docked structure and the sum of total of the solvation energies of receptor and ligand in an
unbound state.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1 MD studies for uncleaved DNA gyrase-moxifloxacin complex
Molecular dynamics simulations of nucleic acid in its uncleaved state along with gyrase enzyme was carried out for
500ns to explore its physics-based dynamic behaviour [31]. It is known that the distance between adjacent DNA
base pairs is 3.7Å, whereas the distance between the resealed ends of both strands of DNA was 8.7Å, as shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1: The distance between the cleaved ends of the broken strand of DNA.

Moxifloxacin molecule,which rests between both cleaved strands of DNA, was removed from the complexbefore
the simulation. The Phospho Tyrosine Residue (PTR) was also converted to tyrosine by removing the phosphate
group attached covalently to Tyr129, which is responsible for cleavage of both strands of DNA. An improperly
repaired DNA and gyrase were subjected to a 500ns molecular dynamics simulation study to investigate the
behaviour of DNA under dynamic conditions. We anticipated that significant changes would occur within the
cleaved site of DNA under dynamic conditions. After the simulation, trajectory analysis was carried out to
investigate the changes at the DNA repair site. Interestingly the distance between the two adjacent base pairs (DT10DG11) of cleaved strandsof DNA was reduced from 8.7Å to 4.7Å after 364ns of the simulation study, as shown in
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Figure 2. It denotes that the molecular dynamics simulations reduced almost 4Å of distance gap between the
adjacent base pairs of both the cleaved ends of the DNA strand.

Figure 2: The gyrase enzyme created space between broken strands of DNA filled by 4Å.

Nevertheless, the maximum distance between the two adjacent base pairs of DNA did not match with the ideal value
of distanceinthe biological assembly of DNA. Further molecular dynamics simulations mayadequately repair and get
the relative biological assembly of DNA by reducing the adjacent base pair distance at the cleaved sites. The present
healed double-stranded DNA-gyrase complex was further subjected to molecular docking studies to revealthe
binding course of moxifloxacin to gyrase in the absence of cleaved DNA strands.

3.2 Moxifloxacin binding with DNA gyrase complex
The simulation frame 3645 was extracted as a PDB structure at 364ns as the distance between resealed adjacent base
pairs reduced drastically, which was akin to the biological assembly of DNA. Our primary aim was to examine the
binding site of moxifloxacin in the gyrase and DNA complex in the absence of DNA cleavage. The PDB structure
was prepared and subjected toreceptor grid generation module to prepare a grid based on the DNA nucleotide bases
and gyrA active site residues of QBP. The basesinteracting with moxifloxacin (DT10-Echain, DG11, DC14, DA15Fchain) and active site residues of gyrA Arg128, Ser91, Asp94 information were used to prepare grid box for ligand
docking. The ligand moxifloxacin was prepared using LigPrep module to get possible ionisation or protonation
states at physiological pH(7.0±2.0). The Glide XP ligand docking protocol was followed to dock moxifloxacin and
examine its bindingpatterntothe DNA-gyrase complex in the absence of DNA cleavage.

Interestingly, the moxifloxacin binds well to gyrase and uncleaved DNA complex, and one salt bridge interaction
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was observed with nucleotide baseof major groove. The quinone part of moxifloxacin showed interaction with
Arg128 and the protonated NH2+ group of piperidine ring interacted with DNA nucleotide base to form a salt bridge.
The docking pose analysis revealed that the drug binds in between the gyrase and the DNA, which is in close
proximity to the enzyme recognitionsite of DNA (prone to be cleavage through catalytic Tyr129 of gyrA enzyme,
which attacks at both DNA strands). Figure 3 shows moxifloxacin binding comfortably with Met127, Arg128,
Asp94 via H-bond, salt bridge network. The binding pose of moxifloxacin revealed new insights into the binding of
binary gyrase and DNA complex with drug molecule.

Figure 3: Binding pose of moxifloxacin with uncleaved DNA and gyrase complex.

Our computational molecular mechanistic studies offered molecular insights to possible routes to emphasise that
DNA intercalating agents will slowly slip into broken DNA strands when it is cleaved with the help of gyrase
enzyme. To the best of our knowledge this is the first study that statesmoxifloxacin passage from gyrase binding
pocket to the cleaved site of DNA. These findings would help the scientific community tobetter understand the
fluoroquinolone translocation pathway and design novel inhibitors blocking two host-guest mechanism of DNA
gyrase[32].

3.3 MD studies to investigate the binding of moxifloxacin around uncleaved DNAand gyrase complex
The prepared uncleaved state of DNA and gyrase enzyme complex showed a little different binding location to
accommodate the moxifloxacin molecule. Although it has more than four intermolecular interactions with
surrounding residues, it is confirmed that binding strength with gyrase enzyme is less, which raises a question that
how it will move into the cleaved region of DNA as it cannot persist with gyrase for long. To explore the doubts on
quinolone molecule passage pathway from gyrase to uncut DNA, we carried out another 500ns molecular dynamics
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simulation study.

From the trajectory analysis, the following important points shed light on the movement of fluoroquinolone onto
cleaved strands of DNA. Moxifloxacin molecule showed H-bond network with Arg128, Met127 and salt bridge
networks with Asp94, Arg128 through the rigid docking studies.These intermolecular interactions were maintained
for a while under dynamic conditions,as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Moxifloxacin interaction networks with uncut DNA and gyrase complex.

As the moxifloxacin started to move towards DNA cleavage site (see Figure 5, DG 11 represented in green color
stick model to illustrateDNA cleavage point), it loses H-bond and salt bridge network with Arg 128.The carboxyl
group of moxifloxacin forms H-bond network with Met127 as it is positioned towards the amino group of Met127.
The current pose of quinone moiety of drug facilitates π-π stacking interaction with Tyr93 at 634th frame (63.4ns) as
shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: The simulation 634 frame showing Arg128 losing interaction and binding to Met127, Tyr93, Asp94
through various interaction types

Interestingly amino group of Asn121 also forms H-bond with the carboxyl group of moxifloxacin. However, it
doesn’t last for long as the drug molecule continues to move towards cleavable region of DNA. Surprisingly, the
634th frame showed drug molecule forming H-bond networks with Asp94 and Met127 for an extended period of
time. The amino group of piperidine moiety of the drug showed H-bond and salt bridge interaction with Asp94,
whereas quinone moiety formed π-π stacking interaction with aromatic ring of Tyr93 as indicated in Figure 5. The
stability of interactions displayed by Tyr93, Asp94, Met127 prevents further movement of drug molecule towards
the DNA as they are dynamically stable until 1219th frame. The conformation of the piperidine ring of the drug
started flipping towards the DNA cleavable site by losing its binding with Asp94, as shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Simulation frame 1531 showing H-bond and salt bridge network broken between drug and Asp94
The π-π stacking interaction between drug and Tyr93 got disrupted further to facilitate passage of drug to bind
DNA, as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Simulation frame 2204 showing π-π stacking and H-bond, salt bridge network disrupted with Tyr94 and
Asp94.
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The drug molecule lost old and made new binding interactions consecutively to make its way towards the DNA
cleavage site. The bicyclic piperidine ring of drug tends to enter the DNA around the cleavage site but is unable to
do so due to the uncleaved state of DNA,leading to amino group of piperidine ring getting pulled by hydroxyl group
of Asp94. As the production phase of MD progresses, the drug molecule loses its binding with Tyr93, Asp94 due to
the lack of stability in interactions. The overall analysis provided useful insights on Met127 interaction with
moxifloxacin as the H-bond evolution started at frame 626 and continued till the last frame 5000 of MD simulations,
which indicates that drug molecule will have strong one H-bond network. Our study demonstrated that Met127 plays
an important anchor role in entry of drug into cleaved DNA strands as it is the only one stable interaction that is
retained under dynamic conditions until the DNA gets cleaved by the enzyme. The critical structural features of drug
molecule and catalytic residues Asp94, Met127 facilitate the penetration of the drug into the cleaved DNA strand
though it was not selectively developed to target the resealing of the DNA strands. In the present study, drug
conformation flipping towards the cleavableDNAstrand is observed very closely in simulation frame 3883, as shown
in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Frame 3883 showing drug conformation towards DNA cleavable site

The entry of drug into cleavage site is restricted by DNA backbone leading to its interaction with Asp94 via H-bond
and salt bridge network, as shown in Figure 9. The biochemical study findings from Blower et al. and Mayer et al.
demonstrated fluoroquinolone binding at cleaved DNA-gyrase complex and defined it as topoisomerase poison as
increases the amount of DNA fragments ‘cleaved complexes’ by blocking DNA resealing. Nagaraja et al.,
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demonstrated from the experimental studies that quinolones will have high drug potency when they selectively bind
to gyrase enzyme. However, no research group discovered the chemical path of quinolones from gyrase binding site
to the cleaved region of DNA. We conclude that our findings from the DNA-gyrase-drug ternary complex
simulation study identified the binding pattern of quinolones before the DNA is cleaved by the enzyme.However,
the processneeds to be verified experimentally to getmore meaningful insights thatmay direct the future of quinolone
based drug discovery.

Figure 9: Simulation Frame 4419 showing piperazine moiety of moxifloxacin moving back to catalytic residue
Asp94 by forming salt bridge network

3.3 Binding free energy calculations
The MMGBSA technique was employed to calculate the free energy of various simulation frames where significant
changes were observed between the ternary moxifloxacin-uncut DNA-gyrase complex using Prime module of
Schrödinger. The structures derived from the frame 634, 1531, 2204, 3883, 4119 of second 500ns molecular
dynamics simulation studywere subjected to binding free energy calculations to compute binding free energy for
moxifloxacin with DNA-enzyme complex.The computed binding free energy for simulation frame 634, 1531, 2204,
3883, 4119 was calculated to be -29.9, -50.5, -38.9, -37.4, -37.9 respectively. The calculations showed significant
binding free energy values; however, 634th frame showed less binding free energy as interactions between active
site residues and moxifloxacin are not stable but the 1531 frame showed a high free energy value of -50.5kcal/mol
as interaction networks are comparatively stable. In the case of 2204, 3883, 4119 frames, binding free energy
remains mostly similar as the pose and interactions shown by moxifloxacin to surrounding active site residues
varyonly to a small extent.
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4. Conclusion
DNA gyrase is a cellular target for fluoroquinolone drug molecules. The continuous and unjust use of
fluoroquinolones to treat various infections accelerates the rise of mutations in quinolone binding pocket (QBP) of
DNA gyrA complex, leading to a reduction in the fluoroquinolones potency. This facet made us recheck the
molecular mechanism of fluoroquinolone binding to gyrase and cleaved part of DNA using molecular dynamics
simulation. Our study highlighted that moxifloxacin comfortably bindsto the complex of DNA and gyrase even
when the G-segment of DNA is in an uncleaved state. It can be hypothesized that the inhibitor will only enter the
cavity by slipping into the space between the two broken ends of the DNA after the enzyme has catalyzed the
breaking of DNA.
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